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Congressional Report: Use Cases

- **Purpose:** Develop materials and messages to tell the story of the critical importance of geospatial data, information, and tools to our Nation.

- **Tasks:**
  1. Draft and compile 3-6 geospatial use cases to supplement FGDC’s 2020 GDA Report to Congress
  2. Provide input on key messages to Congress

- **Membership:**
  - Byron Bluehorse (Chair), Cy Smith, Gary Thompson, Amber Shultz, Mark Reichardt
Congressional Report: Use Cases

❖ Current Products/Activities:

• Distributed to NGAC/Comments Received
  • NC Flood Mapping Program
  • Addressing the Opioid Crisis
  • Improving Foster Care Outcomes
  • Census ROAM
  • Road Maintenance
• Summary
  • Discussion / Request NGAC Approval
Congressional Report: Use Cases

Next Steps

• Discuss Proposed NGAC Resolution
• Additional use cases in development
• Continue to work collaboratively with FGDC on messages for October 2020 Report to Congress